In this paper, we analyze the role of the heavy tail and skewed distribution in market risk estimation (Val ue at Risk (VaR)). In particular, we are interested in knowing if in the framework of the conditional extreme value theory, the estimation of the volatility model below heavy tail and skewed distribution contributes to improve the VaR estimation respect to these obtained from a symmetric distribution. The study has been carried out for six individual assets belonging to the digital sector: ADP, Amazon, Cerner, Apple, Microsoft and Telefonica. The analysis period runs from January 1st, 2008 to the end of December 2013. Although the evidence found is a little bit weak, the results obtained seem to indicate that the heavy tail and skewed distribution outperforms the symmetric distribution both in terms of accuracy VaR estimations as in terms of firm's loss func tion. Furthermore, the market risk capital requirements fixed on the base of the VaR estimations are also lowest below a skewed distribution.
Introduction
A context of risk is one in which we do not know with certainty the consequences associated with a decision. The only thing that we know is possible outcomes associated with it and the likelihood of achieving such results. In the financial field, the notion of risk implies that we know the various yields can potentially get to make an investment and also know the probability of achieving such results. This allows us to estimate the average expected yield and the possible diversion 'above' or 'below' the average value, that is, the risk. The most popular and traditional risk measure is volatility (variance). In fact, traditional financial theory defines risk as the dispersion of returns due to movements in financial variables.
Another way of measuring risk, which is the most commonly used at present, is to evaluate the losses that may occur when the price of the asset that makes up the portfolio goes down. This is what Value at Risk (VaR) does. The Value at Risk of a portfolio indicates the maximum amount that an investor may lose over a given time horizon and with a given probability. In this case, the concept of risk is associated with the danger of losses.
According to Jorion (2001) , "VaR measure is defined as the worst expected loss over a given horizon under normal market conditions at a given level of confidence". For the estimation of VaR measure different methodologies have been developed. These methodologies can be classified in three groups: (i) parametric methods (as Riskmetrics); (ii) non-parametric method (as historical simulation) and (iii) semiparametric method (as extreme value theory, filter historical simulation and CaViar Method) 1 .
Among all of them, one of the most used by the financial institution is parametric method. This method assumes that financial returns follow a known distribution. Thus, below this method, the VaR of a portfolio at (1 − ) confidence level is calculated as the product of the conditional standard deviation of the return portfolio by the quantile ( ) of the assumed distribution 2 . The mainly assumed distribution is the normal distribution. Below this assumption, is the quantile of the standard normal.
The major drawbacks of this method are related to the normal distribution assumption for financial returns. Empirical evidence shows that financial returns do not follow normal distribution. The skewness coefficient is in most cases negative and statistically significant, implying that the financial returns distribution is skewed to the left. This result is not in accord with the properties of a normal distribution, which is symmetric. In addition to this, empirical distribution of financial return has been documented to exhibit significantly excessive kurtosis (fat tails and peakness) (see Bollerslev, 1987) . Consequently, the size of the actual losses is much higher than that predicted by a normal distribution.
Taking this into account, the research in the framework of parametric method has focus on investigating other density functions which capture the skew and kurtosis of financial returns. In this line, Abad, Benito, López-Martí n and Sá nchez (2016), Chen, Gerlach, Lin and Lee (2012) , Polansky and Stoja (2010) , Bali and Theodossiou (2008) , Ausin and Galeano (2007) , Zhang and Cheng (2005) among others, show that, in the context of parametric method, assuming fat tail and skewness distributions improve the performance of this model in VaR estimation.
As we will see later, below the conditional extreme value theory (which is one of the most successful method in estimating VaR), the value at risk of a portfolio at (1 − )% confidence level is calculated as the product of the conditional standard deviation of the return portfolio by the ( ) quantile of Pareto generalize distribution (PGD). Traditionally, the conditional standard deviation of the return portfolio is estimated by assuming a symmetric distribution for the financial return. So, in the same line that aforementioned paragraphs in this paper, we analyze if, in the framework of the method based on the conditional extreme value theory, the estimation of the volatility model below a fat tail and skewness distribution contributes to improve the results in VaR estimation.
The rest of the paper is as follow. In section 2 we present the volatility models used in the empirical application. In section 3 we describe the VaR measure, the methodology used in this paper to calculate this measure and the backtesting techniques. The results of the empirical application are presented in section 4. Section 5 includes the main conclusion.
Volatility Models
According to Engle (1982) , Bollerslev (1986) and Nelson (1991) , the financial returns are characterized by a variance changing over time, alternating periods of low volatility followed by periods of high volatility. In other words, as noted by Mandelbrot (1963) , "large changes tend to be followed by large changes, of either sign, and small changes tend to be followed by small changes". This effect, known as volatility clustering, indicates the presence of conditional heteroscedasticity in the return series and the need to model the behaviour of the conditional variance. Furthermore, financial returns are subject to leverage (Black, 1976) . This means that volatility tends to be higher after negative returns, this is typically attributed to leverage (hence the name).
To capture cluster in volatility Engle (1982) proposed Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (ARCH), which featured a variance that does not remain fixed but rather varies throughout a period. Bollerslev (1986) extended the ARCH model into the Generalized ARCH (GARCH). The GARCH model captures volatility clustering but does not capture the leverage effect. In this model the positive surprises have the same effect on volatility than negative surprises. To capture the leverage effect have been developed asymmetric GARCH models as for instance the APARCH model (Ding, Granger & Engle, 1993) or the EGARCH model proposed by Nelson (1991) .
On the other hand, it is well known that, long memory property observed in the volatility of the financial series cannot be captured by traditional GARCH models, so it is necessary to model a long-term component. To capture this characteristic, Engle and Lee (1999) proposed a model in which the variance is decomposed into a component of long-term and short-term component. The main role of short-term component is to pick up the temporary increase in the variance after an impact on the price. While the persistence or long-term memory indicates how long the shock takes to be absorbed. Lucas (2008, 2011) and Harvey and Chakravarty (2008) propose a model that integrates three characteristics aforementioned: cluster in volatility, leverage effect and long memory. The model proposed by these authors is known Beta-t-EGARCH model. In this model, the short-term component responds in the same manner as in the traditional GARCH. Nevertheless, the long-term component is not sensitive to extreme observations, as it does in the standard GARCH model. That is, in the standard GARCH, the existence of an outlier in yields has a persistent effect on volatility, which increases the variance. In contrast, the Beta-t-EGARCH model corrects volatility in case of existence of an outlier, absorbing the effect and returning to previous levels of volatility.
Formally let 1 , 2 , … , be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables representing financial returns. Assume that { } follows a stochastic process:
where the conditional error is distributed as a t-Student with zero mean, unconditional standard deviation and degrees of freedom parameter .
|t−1 is the conditional scale or volatility, that does not need to be equal to the conditional standard deviation. The conditional standard deviation is obtained as ( |t−1 ) 3 .
In the Beta-t-EGARCH model, in (1) is defined as: Thus, the short component with leverage effect is as follow:
and is the score conditional which is given by:
Taking the signs of minus, −1 means that the parameter of * is normally non-negative for stock returns as in the GARCH model, the long-term component 1, |t−1 + , has 1 close to one or even set equal to one, while the short-term component 2, |t−1 + , will typically have a higher combined with a lower . The model is not identifiable if the 1 = 2 . Imposing the constraint 0 < 2 < 1 < 1 ensures identifiability and stationarity.
Finally, the empirical literature has shown that financial returns also exhibit skewness and fat-tailed distributions. To capture these features, Harvey and Sucarrat (2014) extended the Beta-t-EGARCH model, combining the skewness of the conditional distribution with a leverage effect in the dynamic of the scale. This model is known as Beta-skewness-t-EGARCH.
Skewness is introduced into the Beta-t-EGARCH model using the method proposed by Fernandez and Steel (1998) (see Harvey and Sucarrat (2014) for more details of this method). Thus, in equation (1), they assume that the conditional error is distributed as a skewed t-student with mean , scale , degrees of freedom parameter and skewness parameter 4 . 4 The conditional error is an uncentred (i.e., mean not necessarily equal to zero) Skewed t variable with degrees of freedom, skewness parameter . A centred and symmetric t-distribution variable with mean zero is obtained when = 1, in which = 0, whereas a left-skewed (right-skewed) t-variable is obtained when < 1, ( > 1). More details on the distribution can be found in Harvey and Sucarrat (2013) and Sucarrat (2013) . Vol. 10, No. 11; 2017 91 this model the conditional score is given by:
VaR Methodology
Let 1 , 2 , … … be identically distributed independent random variables representing the financial returns. Use ( ) to denote the cumulative distribution function ( ) = ( < | −1 ) conditioned to an information set, −1 , available at time t-1. Assume that { } follows the stochastic process:
being the mean of returns; 2 = ( 2 | −1 ) and has the conditional distribution function ( ), ( ) = ( < | −1 ). The VaR at a given level of confidence 1 − , denoted by ( ), is defined as the quantile of the probability distribution of financial returns.
There are two ways to estimate this quantile: (1) inverting the distribution function of financial returns, ( ), or (2) inverting the distribution function of innovations, ( ). The latter case will also require estimating the standard deviation of returns.
Thus, the VaR estimation involves the specifications of the distribution function of financial returns, ( ), or the distribution function of innovations, ( ), along with the standard deviation of returns, .
The historical simulation method, Monte Carlo simulation and unconditional approach based on the Extreme Value Theory focus on the estimation of ( ), while Parametric Method and the Conditional Extreme Value Theory estimate ( ).
Below, we will describe the Conditional Extreme Value Theory, which have been used in this study to compute VaR.
Conditional Extreme Value Theory
The Extreme Value Theory (EVT) approach focuses on the limiting distribution of extreme returns observed over a long time period, which is essentially independent of the distribution of the returns themselves.
There are two methods based on EVT: a) Block Maxima Model (BMM) proposed by McNeil (1998) and b) Peaks Over Threshold Model (POT). This second model is generally considered to be the most useful for practical applications, due to the more efficient use of the data on extreme values.
Within the POT models framework, we can distinguish two types of analysis: (i) the Semi-Parametric Model built around Hill estimator and (ii) and the fully parametric models based on the generalized Pareto distribution. The latter method is commonly most used in practice.
Below, the fundamental theory of this approach is described, considering both unconditional and conditional.
Let 1 , 2 , … … be a random sequence of observations representing the financial returns. Given a threshold denoted by , we will be interested in excess losses over the threshold 5 denoted by 1 , 2 , 3 , … , where = − and are the number of sample data greater than .
Then, for instance, if the threshold is equal to 1.5 %, we are left with all returns lower to 1.5 %.
The Extreme Value Theory assumes that the distribution of excess losses above the threshold follows a Generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) given for the expression:
being y the parameters of the distribution 6 .
It can be shown that under this assumption, the α percentile of the distribution, as the VaR can be estimated as:
where represents the number of sample data.
The extreme value method described in the preceding paragraphs does not consider the level of volatility. This method is known as Unconditional Extreme Value Theory.
Since financial returns are variables that are characterized by heteroscedasticity, McNeil and Frey (2000) proposed a new methodology, called Conditional Extreme Value Theory, for estimating VaR that combines extreme value theory with models of volatility.
According to this theory, the VaR of a portfolio at a confidence level of 1 − α can be calculated as:
where σ t 2 represents the conditional standard deviation of the financial returns and , −1 is the α quantile of the GPD.
To estimate the conditional standard deviation of the returns, in this paper, we use the beta-t-EGARCH model and the beta-skewness-t-EGARCH models presented in section 2.
Backtesting
To check the adequacy of the VaR estimates, we use two alternative approaches: statistical tests that evaluate the accuracy of the estimates and loss functions.
As to the first approach, to test the accuracy of the VaR estimates, we recurre some standard procedures based on statistical hypothesis testing which have been proposed in the literature. In this work, we use to test the accuracy of the VaR estimates five standard tests: (i) unconditional coverage test (Kupiec, 1995) , (ii) Backtesting Criterion (BTC), (iii) conditional coverage test (Christoffersen, 1998) , (iv) statistics for serial independence (LRind) and (v) dynamic quantile (Engle and Manganelli, 2004) .
Before implementing these tests, we must define an exception indicator. This indicator is calculated as follows:
Kupiec (1995) shows that if we assume that the probability of getting an exception is constant, then the number of exceptions = ∑ +1 follows a binomial distribution ( , ) , where represents the number of
observations. An accurate measure VaR should produce an unconditional coverage (̂= ∑ +1 ) equal to percent.
Unconditional coverage test has a null hypothesis ̂= , with a likelihood ratio statistic:
which follows an asymptotic 2 (1) distribution.
A similar test for the significance of the departure of ̂ from is the back-testing criterion statistic (BTC):
which follows an asymptotic N(0,1) distribution
The conditional coverage test, developed by Christoffersen (1998) , jointly examines whether the percentage of exceptions is statistically equal to the one expected (̂= ) and the serial independence of the exception indicator. The likelihood ratio statistic of this test is given by = + which is asymptotically distributed as 2 (2) and the statistic is the likelihood ratio statistic for the hypothesis of the serial independence against first-order Markov dependence 7 .
7 The LR ind statistic is and has an asymptotic distribution. The likelihood function under the alternative hypothesis is where N ij denotes the number of observations in state j after having been in state i in the previous period, and . The likelihood function under the null hypothesis is ( ) is . Vol. 10, No. 11; Finally, the dynamic quantile test proposed by Engle and Manganelli (2004) In a second stage, we evaluate the magnitude of the losses experienced. For this purpose, we have considered three loss functions: the regulator's loss function, the firm 's loss function and daily capital requirement. Lopez (1998 Lopez ( , 1999 proposed a loss function that reflects the utility function of a regulator. This function assigns a quadratic specification when the observed portfolio losses exceed the VaR estimate. Thus, we penalise only when an exception occurs according to the following specification:
This loss function gives higher scores when failures take places and considers the magnitude of these failures. In addition, the quadratic term ensures that large failures are penalised more than small failures. Among several models, that provides the lowest loss function value is the best model.
This loss function could be optimal from the perspective of the regulator, but not from the point of view of the firm since a model that generates a VaR too high leads the firm to incur high capital costs.
Taking this into account, Sarma, Thomas and Shah (2003) defines the firm's loss function as follows:
where is the opportunity cost of capital.
This function penalises the cases in which there are no exceptions multiplying the VaR by a factor . As Abad, Benito and López-Martí n (2015) indicate, this product does not capture the opportunity cost of capital in an exact way. Therefore, in line with Sarma et al. (2003) , they propose a new firm's loss function that is expressed as follows:
As can be determined in this function, the exceptions are penalized as usual in the literature, following the instructions of the regulator. But when there are no exceptions, the loss function penalizes the difference between the VaR and returns weighted by a factor that represents an interest rate. This product is exactly the opportunity cost of the capital, ie, the excess capital held by the firm. 
where represents the daily market capital requirement at time , which is the higher of × ̅̅̅̅̅̅ 60 and − −1 ; ̅̅̅̅̅̅ 60 is the mean VaR over the previous 60 working days; (3 ≤ ≤ 4) is the Basel II violation penalty (see Table 1 ). Note: The number of exceptions is given for 250 trading days
Empirical Application

Data Analysis
The data set consists of daily returns of six companies from 1/04/2000 to 12/31/2013 (approximately 3520 observations). The considered companies are ADP, Amazon, Apple, Cerner, Microsoft and Telefonica. The computation of the returns ( ) is based on the formula = ( / −1 ) where is the price at time . The evolution of daily prices and yields are represented in Figure 1 . Table 2 shows descriptive statistics of the return series. For each company, the unconditional mean is very close to zero. The highest unconditional standard deviation are 0.0368 (Amazon) and the lowest 0.0167 (ADP). For the rest series of return, the standard deviation moves between 0.0208 and 0.0275. The skewness statistic is negative for four of the series considered. This means that in most cases the distribution of those returns is skewed to the left. For all the series, the excess kurtosis statistics is above 3, implying that the distributions of those returns have much thicker tails than the normal distribution. Similarly, the Jarque-Bera statistic is significant rejecting the assumption of normality. Note: This table presents the descriptive statistics of the daily percentage returns of ADP, Amazon, Apple, Cerner, Microsoft and Telefónica. The sample period is from January 3rd 2000 to December 31th, 2013. The returns are calculated as Rt=ln(Pt/Pt-1). Standard error of the skewness an kurtosis coefficients are calculated as √(6⁄n) and √(12/n) respetively. The JB statistic is distributed as the Chi-square with two degrees of freedom; in brackets their p-value. * denotes significance at 1% level.
In Figure 1 , we observe that the range of the fluctuation of the returns changes in the time and these variations evolve according to the idea of cluster in volatility (Mandelbrot, 1963) . To capture this effect and others characteristics of the return as the leverage effect (Black, 1976) we use the beta-t-EGARCH model, proposed by Creal et al. (2008 Creal et al. ( , 2011 and Harvey and Chakravarty (2008) , and the beta-skewness-t-EGARCH proposed by and Harvey and Sucarrat (2013) . In Table 3 , we present the coefficient estimations of both models for each asset in the whole period.
All the parameters estimated are positive and statistically significant. Just in the case of Amazon 2 is not significant. In addition, the estimations of 2 and 1 satisfy the identifiability and stationary conditions ( 2 < 1 ≤ 1). The parameter * , which capture the "leverage effect" is positive in all cases, indicating that volatility tends to be higher after negative returns. The value of this parameter moves between 0 .015 (Microsoft) and 0.034 (Apple). To last, in the case of beta-skewness-t-EGARCH model, the parameter is inferior to one ( <1) in the case of ADP, Cerner, Apple and Telefónica. This means that the distributions of those assets are skewed to the left. For the case of Amazon and Microsoft the distribution is skewed to the right ( >1). Note: The table reports the parameters estimates of the beta-t-EGARCH model (equation (2)) and beta-skewness-t-EGARCH model (equation (6)). (se) denotes the standard deviation (in parentheses). Log-L is the maximum likelihood value and BIC is the Bayesian Information Criterion. κ* is the parameter that capture the "leverage effect". γ is the parameter that capture skewness in distribution. γ <1, (γ >1) denote skewed to the left (right). 
VaR Applications
In this section, the beta-t-EGARCH model and the beta-skewness-t-EGARCH model presented in section (2) are used to calculate the VaR one day ahead at 1% probability. The obtained estimations are compared. The analysis period, marked in dark in Figure 1 , ran from January 1st, 2008, to December 31th, 2013 (N=1511).
The comparison of the VaR estimates has been conducted in terms of evaluating the accuracy of the VaR estimates and of the loss function. In Figure 2 , we present the returns and the VaR estimates obtained from both volatility models and for all assets considered. As we can observe, the risk assumed by the companies varies along the sample being especially high in [2008] [2009] . The naked eye, it seems that there are no significant differences between the VaR estimation from both models
To evaluate the accuracy of the VaR estimates, several standard tests are used. The results of these tests are presented in Table 4 . For each index, it is presented the number and the percentage of exceptions obtained with each volatility model considered. The percentages of exceptions are marked in bold. Below the percentages, the statistics used to test the accuracy of the VaR estimates are presented. These statistics are as follows: (i) the unconditional coverage test (LRuc); (ii) backtesting criterion (BTC), (iii) statistics for serial independence (LRind); (iv) the conditional coverage test (LRcc) and (v) the Dynamic Quantile test (DQ). When the null hypothesis that "the VaR estimate is accurate" has not been rejected by any test, we shaded the region of the figure that represents the number and percentage of the exceptions.
The percentage of exceptions goes below 1% in almost all cases indicating that both models overestimate risk. Just in the case of apple the risk is underestimated. However, it is worth to note that the number and the percentage of the exceptions are close to the expected one. The accuracy tests used to test formally the performance of the volatility models in terms of VaR corroborate this hypothesis. These results indicate that both models provide accurate VaR estimates in all cases. Additionally, with the aim of detecting differences between both models (beta-t-EGARCH and beta-skewness-t-EGARCH) we follow and focus on analyzing the ratio VRate/α and some statistics of it. This ratio is calculated as the quotient of percentage exception by the value of α, which is 1%. The beta-t-EGARCH model provides a VRate/α more close to one for three assets (ADP, Cerner and Telefónica) the same the beta-skewness-t-EGARCH (ADP, Cerner and Apple) ( Table 5) . Table 6 displays summary statistics for VRate/α for each model across the 6 assets. The Std(1) column shows the standard deviation from expected ratio of 1 (not mean sample), while 1st column counts the assets where the model ranked had VRate/α closest to 1. Note: Shaded cells indicate closest to 1 in that index. According to these statistics the beta-skeweness-t-EGARCH model provides the better results as the mean of the ratio is closer to one and the std(1) is lower than those provide by the beta-t-EGARCH model.
Thus, although the evidence is weak the results indicate that in terms of accurate the beta-skewness-t-EGARCH model may outperform the beta-t-EGARCH which have been estimate below a symmetric distribution.
Another way to compare the VaR estimates that is often used in the VaR literature is through a loss function. The loss function measures the magnitude of the losses experienced. A model that minimises the total loss is preferred to other models. For this purpose, we have considered two loss functions: the regulator's loss function proposed by Lopez (1998 Lopez ( , 1999 and the firm's loss function (ABL loss function) (Abad et al., 2015) . The results of these loss functions are presented in tables 7 8 . According to the regulatorś loss function there is no model superior to other. The beta-t-EGARCH model provides the lowest losses for ADP, Amazon and Telefónica while the beta-skewness-t-EGARCH model provides the lowest losses for Apple, Cerner and Microsoft. Thus, from the point of view of the regulator both models seem to be equivalent. However, according to the firmś loss function, which takes the opportunity cost of capital into account, the beta-skewness-t-EGARCH model outperform the beta-t-EGARCH model by providing the lowest losses for all assets considered. Although in daily terms these differences are reduce in annual and monetary terms become high. For instance, for a portfolio value of 10 million of dollars the differences in annual capital opportunity cost provide for both models move around 3500 dollars (ADP) and 92250 dollars (Telefónica). Moreover, for a portfolio value of 100 millions of dollars these differences move around 350000 and 952500 dollars 9 . These data reflect that, although the differences in daily capital opportunity cost are small, in annual and monetary terms become high.
To last, we compare VaR estimates in terms of daily capital requirement (DCR) which have been calculated according to equation (21) . The average of the DCR moves around 10% and 20% depending of the asset (Table  8) . For almost all assets considered the Beta-t-skewness-EGARCH model provide the lowest daily capital requirement. The difference between these models moves around 0.01%-0.24% depending on the asset. The annual capital opportunity cost is calculated by multiplying the average of the daily opportunity cost by 250 days. And the average of the daily opportunity cost is calculated as the date included en Table 7 (panel(b)) divide by 100 times the portfolio value.
As a resume we can conclude that, in the framework of the conditional extreme value theory considering, a skewness t-Student distributions for the returns does not contribute to improve the accuracy VaR estimations respect to the symmetric t-Student distribution. However, the results obtained by the loss function indicate that this kind of distributions may be preferred by the financial companies, as they provide opportunity capital cost lowest. In addition, for the banks, using a skewness t-Student distribution take them to keep market risk capital requirement lowest.
Conclusion
It is well documented in the literature that the financial return distribution is characterized for being skewed and exhibit an important excess of kurtosis. So that to assume a normal distribution for VaR estimation may take us to underestimate risk.
Taking this into account, the research in the framework of parametric method for VaR estimation has focus in investigating other density functions that capture the skew and kurtosis of financial returns. In this line, recently papers show that in the context of this method assuming a fat tail and skewness distributions improve the results.
In this same line, we evaluate the role of the heavy tail and skewed distribution in VaR estimation in the framework of the conditional extreme value theory. Below the conditional extreme value theory, the value at risk of a portfolio at (1 − )% confidence level is calculated as the product of the conditional standard deviation of the return portfolio by the ( ) quantile of Pareto generalize distribution. Traditionally, the conditional standard deviation of the return portfolio is estimated by assuming a symmetric distribution for the financial return, normal or student-t distribution. Thus in this paper we analyze if in the framework of this method the estimation of the volatility model below a fat tail and skewness distribution contribute to improve the results in VaR estimation.
The study has been done for six individual assets bellowing to the telecommunication sector: ADP, Amazon, Cerner, Apple, Microsoft and Telefónica. The analysis period runs from January 1 st 2008 to the end of December 2013. Although the evidence found is a little bit weak the results obtained seems to indicate that the heavy tail and skewed distribution outperform the symmetric distribution both in terms of accuracy VaR estimations as in terms of firm's loss function and requirement capital. 
